'ffiffi'w
"X ls Jeet Kune Do"
Hero: Can you tell me where my probIems lie?

Old Man: That's where tour problem
lies. Asking sontebody else to solve iour own
problen instead of asking yourselJ. I catt give
.\'ou ten thousand oJ nty ways, but they are my
way, tlot yours. An individual's questions are
answerable only b1, the individual himself and
nothing v,ouLd be gained by his sittirtg in on a
ret:ital of ntine. '

You are absolutely conect in stating what
Bruce said. Jeet Kune Do is just a name, not
to be fussed over, but, on the other hand, after
his death, Jeet Kune Do became associated
with Bruce Lee's personal expression of martial art, synonymous with the curriculum he
taught and his growth fiom Seattle, to
Oakiand, to Los Angeles. There is no way we
could propagate his teachings without using
the name Jeet Kune Do because that is the
name the world recognizes as being what
Bruce taught and practiced. A1l of this would
not be necessary if he were here with us today.
However, by adopting the name Jun Fan Jeet
Kune Do, we chose the only path we felt was
uniquely identifiable and deserving of the
respect, remembrance, and above all, what
Bruce so richly deserves, not to have his art
either "prostituted" or
;, "for"gotten." A thousand
:,, years from now it would
be tragic it what Bruce
taught and contributed to
us was not recognized in
a manner belitting other'

''
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"JKD...is primarily concerned with the blossoming of a martial
artist -- not a "Chinese martial artist, a "Japanese" martial
artist, etc. A martial artist is a human being first' Just as nation'
alities have nothing to do with one's humanity, so they have
nothing to do with martial arts'" So wrote Bruce Lee in 1971.

of fighting, but rather for
the "concept" of a person's individual and complete freedom of expres-

sion and that we are placing limits on a concept
that was meant to have no lirnits.

As Jun Fan Jeet Kune Do embarks upon
its third year of existence, we are pleased to

Taky:

know that the fbrmation of this gloup has
stirred up thought-plovoking questions. We
know that progress toward clarification is
being rnade when deep-thinking martial artists
begin to examine Bruce Lee's writings and
then voice their concerns about our activities.

Sifu Taky Kimura and Bruce Lee's wif'e,
Linda Lee Cadwell, would like to address
these concerns and spell out the reasons for
the existence of Jun Fan Jeet Kune Do and our
hopes to secute for Bruce an eternal place of
honor in the history of martial arts. These
questions go to the heart of our credibility,
and, for the sake of clarity, we have paraphrased some of the most coillmon questions
and provided Linda's and Taky's responses

where appropriate.

l.) Mr. Josh Makowski wrote us recently
to ask if the Jun Fan Jeet Kune Do Nucleus is
doing what Bruce intended:
"Isn't it true that by labeling Bruce Lee's
ideas and philosophies as Jun Fan Jeet Kune
Do that you are stating what is and isn'l, when
Bruce hirnself stated, 'If people say Jeet Kune
Do is different fiom this or that, then let the
name of Jeet Kune Do be wiped out."'

will have succeeded in preserving and
pelpetuating the wonderful contribution that
Bruce worked so hard to leave us as his lasting legacy. That which becomes one's own
personal expression and/or philosophical
teachings will r-rot deviate, distort or take away
from Bmce's Jeet Kune Do as long as we flrst
make every effort to honestly represent what
Bruce really taught and stood for.
then we

Taky answers:

We acknowledge that Bruce Lee's Jeet
Kune Do is a complete circle, encompassing
all factors that make it a perfect circle.
However, as he stated, "running water never
grows stale," and therefore, we encourage the
individual to experience Jeet Kune Do as
an individual. And should one decide to add
additional elements to Bruce's teachings as
one continues on in his or her journey of life,
they should acknowledge their alteration by
calling it something other than Jeet Kune Do.
But if one remains true to the core curiculum
of Bruce's leaching whatever follows from it
cannot distort Bruce's teachings. Bruce used
to use the analogy of the swimmer in speaking
of combat, stating that, in effect, just as a
swimmer must first enter the water in order to
experience the truth ol swimming. so. loo. a
martial artist must engage in actual sparring.
In other words, talk of "adding" and "evolving" Bruce's art can often become a form of
"dryland swimming." In truth, how much
deviation can occur before the water of truth
becomes obscured and muddied? In other
words, if the core cuniculum that Bruce Lee
created and which we are establishing as Jun
Fan Jeet Kune Do is taught without deviation,
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Linda Lee Cadwell:
The n-rost fundamental principle of
Bruce's art is that an individual should not be
bound by a prescribed set of rules or techniques, and should be fi'ee to explore and
including expanding away from the
expand
- of Bruce's teachings. However,
core or root
confusion arises when a martial arlist deviates
from the complete circle provided by Bruce's
teachings and develops a personal way of
martial art, but continues to call it "Jeet Kune
Do." It is understandable that the definition of
Jeet Kune Do can be taken to mean the concept of one's own freedom of expression, but
once that step is taken, as Taky said, it needs
to be labeled in a personalized way, much as
Bruce did when he created the name Jeet
Kune Do to describe his way.
The important thing that we are trying to
preseNe with Jun Fan Jeet Kune Do is the
lbundation of physical skills, strategic principies, philosophical tenets and historical data
that comprises what Bruce was practicing and
teaching, which he called Jeet Kune Do. Our
goal is to compile and disseminate the complete body of his teachings to all interested
people so that they can learn frorn his way of
discelning and discovering martial truth, the
skills and knowledge necessary to discer"n and
discover their own way to truth.
3.) Rayrnond O'Dell, a practitioner of Jiu
Jitsu and Jeet Kune Do, wrote to ask us the
following pertinent question:

"If one practices and teaches purely Jun
Fan Jeet Kune Do [i.e., simply what Bruce
Lee taught and practicedl, at what point does
individual expression or personal growth happen?"
Linda:
When the group of oliginal and second
generation students gathered for the first time
in Seattle in January of 1996, controversy was
raging in the print media about the dichotomy
between "Original Jeet Kune Do" and "Jeet
Kune Do Concepts." It was decided by those
present, including Dan lnosanto, that original
and concepts JKD, are not two different
things, but two complementaries in that each
encompasses the other. Like the yin-yang
symbol, the two approaches are cornplimentary in that it is within Bruce's original teachings that is to be found the concept of independent inquiry, and it is only through the
process of indeper.rdent (or free) inquiry that
one can find a personal confirmation of the
ffuths contained within Bruce's original teach-
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Taky Kimura (right), shown here working
out with Bruce Lee (left) in the early 1960s,
was kept fully abreast of any and all developments in Bruce Lee's martial way -- as
soon as they occurred -- by Bruce Lee himself.

ings. In fact, in a screenplay about the philosophy of Jeet Kune Do that Bruce wrote shofi1y before he passed away, he had the protagonlsr say:
"Styles...are conclusions, but like our
lile, the truth of martial art is a process. All

I

can offer is an erperience but ne\)er a conclusion, so even what I have said needs to be
thoroughly examined by you." '

Bruce discovered the "ultimate truth" of
martial art and discovered that it was a liberat
ing truth. He then set out through his teachings (which can be considered his "original"
ideas) to awaken his comrades in the arts to
their own personal potentiai to become totally
free (in mind, body and spirit) from bondage
to the "concept" of styles. Jeet Kune Do, as
Bruce said, is total and complete freedom. If
so, where is there need for an individual to
"add" anything? How can one add to something that is already totally and completely
whole? Bruce encouraged his students to discover the truth of martial art individually,
rather than simply aping what he did or
espousing it by rote. He believed that truth,
being a living process like life itself, must be
directly experienced by each individual. For
this reason he saw himself and his teachings
as nothing more than "a sign pole for a traveler" along the path toward truth. Truth is eternal
and in this respect, Bruce's teachings
are -as valid today as when he first formulated
howevet, and this may be where the
them
- comes in, the discovery of truth is
confusion
an individual process. Simply copying Bruce's
the ones he found helpways and methods
will
ful in his process of- discovering truth
- in
not avail you of any meaningful benefit,
much the same way that one individual may
profit greatly from playing a game of golf; it
may loosen this person up, calm their mind
and allow them to swing their club effortlessly, fluidly, and be perfectly relaxed at all

times, whereas another person attemptlng to
successfully ape the successful golfer's swing
not fluid
and fluidity, becomes mechanicai
- from the
and gains nothing but frustration
-game. Each must discover and experience
truth for themselves; one may see a vision of
truth from watching Bruce's films and then
wanting to leam of Bruce's methods; another
may get nothing from the films but see a glimmer of possibility from a philosophical passage that Bruce has written; another still may
get nothing from the writings, or the fiims, but
in reading over Bruce's combai notes. spies a
principle that Bruce employed that has a direct
application to a problem the person is experiencing in his own martial progress and
- the
presto!
suddenly the practitioner is on
- truth.
path toward
In other words, one should not "add" but
seek, explore, and discover the truths of total
freedom and to comprehend the scope of it as
vastly as possible. Like the experience of
watching a great movie, if you were to ask me
to tell you what a certain movie was "like," I

would have to say, "I can't even approach
what it was like. I can tell you the plot, the
competency of the actors and actresses in
effectively communicating a message, the
magnificence of the sets and costumes and the
sparkling or not-so-sparkling dialogue of the

personal level. You have to actually go to the
theater to directly experience the show, and
you have to practice, practice, practice and
study, study, study JKD in order to experience
directly the same vision of truth that Bruce
and that direct
did. But it is that vision
experience of the truth - that is uniquely
is on-going) is
"your own." The goal (which
and,
your
experiences
through
to discover
more impofiantly, what you personally have
learned from your experiences, the cause (or
causes) of your own parlicular ignorance.
Truth, like beauty, is, ultimately, in the eye of
the beholder.

Again, to quote Bruce on this subject
from the same screenplay:
"You see, my friend, there is nerer an
organized method offighting. Instead of establishing rigid rules and separative thoughts, we
should look within ourselves to see where our
particular problems lie and our cause of ignorance. You see, ultimately, knowledge in mar'
tial art simply means self-knowledge. You
must look.for the tuth yourself and directly
experience every minute detail for yourselJ.
Remember, I am no teacher; I can merely be a
signpost for a tareler who is lost. It is up to
you to decide on the direction." 3

Incidentally, there are only "Bruce's
script
but these descriptions would be
the
teachings" when one speaks ofJKD
entirely- my own. I would, if I were sincere in
term JKD in itself is meaningless. It was simwanting you to experience the film as I did,
ply the name Bruce chose for his own process
conclude by saying "You will have to see the
of personal growth. Therefore to add the premovie for yourself and hopefully, you will get
out of it and see in it, what I
did." And similarly, you must
experience JKD for yourself
you can't get "it" from someone
even your sifu. He can
else
poinL
only -do what Bruce did
you in the right direction- and
hope that you make the necessary discoveries for yourself.
And while you are free to
make the journey on your own
(after all, that is exactly what
Bruce did), it is always a much
quicker and easier (and safer,
particularly when one is dealing
with combat!) joumey when
someone gives you directions.
And that is all we are attemplEven Bruce Lee's choreography of fight scenes for films
ing to do with JFJKD, presene
such as Warner Brothers' smash hitt Enter the Dragon
the sign posts that Bruce set out (1973), reflected his unique insights into the truth of mar'
for his students and al1 sertous
tial art
martial artists in search of truth.
fix "original" to JKD is redundant, and, likeIf you want to trail blaze and do your own
wise, to add the suffix "concepts" to JKD is
thing, by adding turns and side trips to what is
equally as unnecessary as, if the concepts are
indicated on the map, that's fine and your
already
by definition
Bruce's, they are
privilege to do so
and, perhaps, after con- Bruce's,
- too, will arrive at truth.
included in JKD; -and if they are not
siderable travel, you,
but rather somebody else's concepts, then it is
It just may take a little longer. Then again,
inappropriate to add the suffix JKD to them,
you may arrive mote quickly.
specifically and exclusively
as, again, JKD
JKD is about one's own direct personal
- Lee's own personal evoludenotes Bruce
not abstractions or hair-splir
experience
- pointed out, Bruce believed that -tion and expression of the martial way and no
ting. As Taky
one else's.
you have to get into the water to leam to
But without the benefit of Bruce's "origi
swim. In other words, you have to get wet, to
you could spend years heading
nal
teaching,"
arduous
times
hard
and
engage in what are at
down blind alleys, following dozens, perhaps
tasks in order to directly experience truth on a
hundreds of teachers, and yet, miss the path
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entirely. It would be impossible for a martial
artist to teach the concept of research and
development of a "personal art" without first
making sure that his student has a full understanding of every aspect of the art he is representing, and, not to discourage you, but this
and then
process can take several decades
- Wong,
some. JFJKD Nucleus member Ted
who spent as much time in private study with
Bruce as anybody, has made many personal
discoveries as a result of Bruce's teachings
most likely this holds true for all students who
studied with Bruce.
Having accepted this premise, the biggest
problem is the confusion caused by the name,
ol label, being applied. If a teacher calls what

of Bruce Lee or Jeet Kune Do is employed in
their school's marketing, they will attract
more students, which is undoubtedly true. To
this end, we are too late to stop the rampant
that horse has already
abuse of the term
left the stable and -shutting the gate now will
accomplish nothing. However, as Taky said
above. the name Jun Fan Jeet Kune Do was
chosen to distinguish, identity and show
respect to the body of work that Bruce practiced and taught. We sirnply ask that as one
continues his or her jour"ney of life, and one
follows the lead from Bruce's teachings but
then chooses to integrate or teach a "style" as
part of one's class cuniculum, they simply
"coin it as such"
and no lonser refer to
what they do as Jeet
Kune Do."
4.) Raymond
goes on to say:

"teaches it (Jeet Kune Do), I would always
have elements of Jiu Jitsu added in which
makes it something else." On this particular
if he has added
issue, Raymond is correct
something that isn't what Bruce Lee taught,
and
then he has made it "something else"
he should "coin it as such." Additionally, if
the definition of Jeet Kune Do stands, i.e.,
Bruce Lee's own personal expression of the
martial way, then Jun Fan Jeet Kune Do,
which is the name we use in referring to this

-

-

body of work that Bruce Lee believed and
taught during his lifetime, concerns itself soleand nothing more. If you are
ly with this
else, call it that. It is remiteaching something
niscent of a letter that Bruce once wrote to Jun
Fan Jeet Kune Do Nucleus member Jeny
Poteet, who had asked Bruce if he objected to
Jeny mixing in a few JKD "awareness" drills
in with his Kenpo karate training. Bruce's
response was as follows:

"If you say you
are a teacher

X

JFJKD, but you incorporate other techniques that you have
lbund to be useful, are
you still being true to
JFJKD? By encouraging the spread of
JFJKD, but limiting it
to pure JFJKD, doesn't this impose limitation on the practitionerlinstructor? I feel
As Bruce Lee (center) evolved away from the traditional Chinese
loyalty to Master Lee
fighting arts into a more free-flowing form of martial expression,
and would like to
both his senior student, Taky Kimura (left) and his wife, Linda Lee
spread JFJKD, but I
Cadwell (right) were right by his side.
feel I cannot because I
cannot limit myself to
JFJKD. While I can teach it, I would always
he does "Jeet Kune Do," is he claiming that he
have elements of Jiu Jitsu added in which
i\ teaching that r.r hich Bruce ra as practicing or
makes it something else. "
is he using the name Jeet Kune Do to describe
the evolution of his own personal way? If
Linda:
each and every student's personal evolution in
the martial arts were to be called by the name
There are several interesting issues that
Jeet Kune Do, then would not the actual
surface in Raymond's question. First, the
teachings of Bruce Lee be lost to the generaimplication that Jeet Kune Do is in some way
tions to follow? You can observe that this has
limited (i.e., "I feel loyalty to Master Lee and
already happened when you read a comment
would like to spread JFJKD, but I feel I canfrom a leading martial artist who says that
"...training in Kali, Thai Boxing, Tae Kwon
not because I cannot limit myself to JFJKD.").
But, if Jeet Kune Do is concerned with, as
Do, Kenpo and Jiu Jitsu are also parts of Jeet
Bruce once said of it, "the totality of combat"
Kune Do." If this were the truth, then training
and opening the eyes of martial artists and
in any art could be labeled Jeet Kune Do, and
awakening them to the option of "having no
Bruce's teachings would virtually disappear
limitation as limitation," wherein does the
within decades. One does not have to look far
"limitation" Iie? If you read the recent antholto find an instructional video tape or attend a
ogy of Bruce's writings on Jeet Kune Do (i.e ,
seminar advertised as "Jeet Kune Do" but that
"Jeet Kune Do: Bruce Lee's Commentaries on
in fact bears little resemblance to anything
the Martial Way" ), yol will see that all
that Bruce Lee ever practiced or taught
aspects of hand-to-hand combat are covered
which, given that Jeet Kune Do was the-name
and covered in quite some depth. Is it posof Bruce's very own personal expression of
-sible to master a1l of the principles, philosothe maltial way, makes such a practice a gross
phy, training methods, and techniques covermisrepresentation of what Jeet Kune Do is.
ing effective kicking, punching, takedowns,
We recognize that the name Jeet Kune
locks, chokes, elbowing, kneeing, etc., etc.,
Do has been abused in all parts of the world
one is trainsomehow
and then feel that
by those who never studied with Bruce ar-rd
.

simply don't know better. Many utilize it for
commercial reasons, thinking that if the name

ing in a "limited" -martial art?

the preaching

Q

tc.t

Y.

-

IT T.

A man, as ylLt put it, ts one
who is noble to stick to the
road he has chosen.
A garden oJ roses will yield roses,
and a garden oJ violets will yield violets.'
To this end, it is appar"ent that Bruce considered Jeet Kune Do or "X" to be vastly difto any
ferent
as a rose is to a violet
other martial art that was not JKD (or "Y").

-

-

Raymond further asks,
"If you incorporate other techniques that
you have found to be useful, are you still
being tlue ro JFJKD?"
The answer to this, I believe, can be
found in Bluce's words above:
To represent and teach Y, one should drill
its members according to the preaching of Y.
This is the same with anyone whr.t is
qualified and has been
approved to represent X.
To justifi b)' intetfusirrg X andY is basibur still calling it Y.
c'ally rhe denying of Y

-

In other words, to represent and teach
Jeet Kune Do, or Bruce Lee's way of martial
afi, one should drill or insffuct one's students
according to the preaching or "teachings" of
Bruce Lee, and that simply adding elements of
other arts into Bruce's body of work, and then
calling such an interfusion "Jeet Kune Do,"
would be to corrupt or deny the teachings of
Bruce Lee. As Bruce himself pointed out in
his wonderful article on JKD:
"

WtNrrn,

ol

This is the same with anyone who is
qualified and has been
approved to represent X.
To justfy by interfusing X and Y is basibut still calling
cally rhe denying of Y

-

Raymond further mentions that, while he
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is Jeet Kune Do
Y is the style you will represent.
To represent and teach Y,
one should drill its members accr.trding

of

ltt traditional martial art, being wise

seems to be a constant prot:ess of accumtLla-

1OOA
j
I

I

remembet his.contribution and
legacy. This teaches us the further lesson that we must all live
to be an inspiration to others,
whether it be in martial arts, or
any other avenue of life.

tion of fixed knowledge; Iike a first degree

black belt knows so many sets or techniques, a
second degree a little more; or an X brand
martial artist, o kicker, should accumulate Y
hrand's hand techniques. or vice versa.
Accumulation of fixed knowledge is not the
process of JKD; rather, it is that of discovering the cause of ignorance, and oJientimes
involving a shedding process." '
This is a point that was very well articulated by Bruce's student, Dan Inosanto, who
wrote in 1969 that, "An individual cannot
leam the principal roots of Jeet Kune Do
through the accumulation of many different
styles; for that would be like a singer trying to
improve his voice by accumulating many
songs. Rather: it is by understanding the roots
of the problem." u
We recognize that this may present a
practical problem to some, but this is also
where we have the opportunity to follow
through with Bruce's mandate to view his
teachings simply as one would a ferry boat
that is used to calry you across a river: once
on the other side, one should step away from
the boat and venture off on one's own way
not think "my, that boat was so useful, I think
I'il carry it with me on my back."

Tt is a ironderful thing for
each of us to develop at different
paces, at different levels, and in
our own individual processes as
a result of exposure to Bruce
Lee's teachings. For, as Bruce
once wrote:

"ln the landscape of spring
there is neither better nor worse;
the flowering branches grow
naturally; some long, some short
(a Zen saying)." ?
When Bruce Lee moved to Los Angeles in 1966' his art
continued to become more and more refined. And, once
again, his wife Linda was there to share in the process
with her husband.

"l hope martial artists are
more interested in the root of
martial art and not the dilferent decorative

then shared his experience and vision with
others through his teachings and writings so
that you could experience that Ievel of freedom as well. As a parent provides the roots
and "sign posts" for the child to grow and
develop on his own, all the while knowing
that the child will one day develop wings and
leave the nest, and a child of any age shows
respect and appreciation to his parents, so
should students of Jun Fan Jeet Kune Do
show respect to the spiritual parent of the art
they are studying, even as they prepare to take

-

Considering Raymond's contention, I would
have to ask him if he could claim to be a
teacher of Jiu Jitsu if he added in elements of
Jun Fan Jeet Kune Do? Technically he could
not, for the very fact that he had added new
elements to the basic art of Jiu Jitsu. And, as
indicated above, the same holds ffue for Jun
Fan Jeet Kune Do. Once a practitioner has
reached a level of proficiency in ALL aspects
of JFJKD. and should he then decide that the
process of "having no limitation as limitation"
is somehow "limited," and that he should now
begin to incorporate techniques from other
afis, then a new name must be given to the art
that person is teaching. This is the point at
which the burden of the boat must be discard-

However, Bruce would also

wnte:

branches, flowers

or leaves. It

is

futile to

argue as to which single leaf, which design oJ
branch, or which attractfue flower you like;
when you understand the root, you understand

all

its blossoming."

'

And the "root" that we seek to understand is the same root that we are now seeking
to preserve in what we've called Jun Fan Jeet
Kune Do. It is imperative for future generations that we actively attend to the protection
and maintenance of this root, for, as Bruce
first presciently cautioned back in 1958:

flight.
Taky:

ed.

However, having said that, it is important
to give credit to the origin of one's martial arts
training. If one is competent in ALL aspects
of Bruce's body of work, and yet feels he has
been unable to experience total freedom of
expression or truth owing to an inherent limitation within the process of JFJKD, and
decides to add in components of other martial
arts to his own training and teaching, then his
new process ofexpression can be proclaimed
to be, for instance, "Raymond O'Dell's XYZ
Martial Art" based on Btuce Lee's Jun Fan
Jeet Kune Do and Jiu Jitsu. In this way it is
hoped that Bruce's work will not be discarded,
diluted, or changed, and yet, each person is
free to can take from it what he needs, and
move on as one does when using a boat to
cross a rlver.
Bruce's gift to the martial arts community was the gift of freedom. Bruce took down
the "bariers" that existed at the time within
the martial arts community so that he could
experience total freedom as it relates to combat (he also extended this philosophy to Iife as
well, but that is another article entirely). He

Very simply put, all of this rhetoric is
unnecessary in that it just confuses the basics
of simplicity and principle. At this time we are
attempting to unify the ranks within the circle
of Jeet Kune Do so that we.can clarify the
teachings of Bruce Lee in a harmonious way.
It is not our intent to assess the positive or the
negative of any of the ancient martial arts, but
it must be said that Bruce Lee revolutionized
the arts into the simplicity and fluidity of what
you see today within the martial arts of the

world, which indeed translates into unity and
hamony.
In establishing Jun Fan Jeet Kune Do, we
seek nothing more than to preserve Bruce's

martial art into infinity "without deviation." I
pray and hope for this evolution for Bruce,
just as many other icons in the martial arts
world have seen their own Iegacies so rightly

"lt cannot be that, when the root is
neglected, what should spring from it will be
well ordered."

Source Notes
1.) Source: dialogue from an unproduced
screenplay by Bruce Lee, dealing with the
philosophy of Jeet Kune Do.

2.) rbid
3.) Ibid.

4.) Source: Bruce Lee's handwritten letter to Jerry Poteet, circa 1970.
5.) Source: Bruce Lee quoted from his
handwritten essay entitled :Jeet Kune Do
Toward Personal Liberation,"
Lee
Papers.
1971, Bruce
6.) Source: Dan Inosanto quoted from pg.
145 of Jeet Kune Do: The Art and Philosophy
of Bruce Lee, by Dan Inosanto,

honored.

By virtue of his contribution not only in
terms of the prowess of his considerable physical skills, but, more importantly, philosophically and spiritually, Bruce has been an inspiration for the young and old to seek personal
liberation and to live the "golden rule." He
was a normal man just like you and me, but he
possessed that extra something that allowed

him to accomplish his goals and to leave a
message to those who followed his example.
And it is his example that urges all of us to
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Know-Now Publishing, 1976.
7.) Source: Bruce Lee quoted from the
magazine article entitled Bruce Lee Talks
Back: Readers Sounding Board,
Black Belt Magazine, January, 1968
lssue.
8.) Source: Bnrce Lee's handwritten note
on a sheet of Golden Harvest Studios
Stationary.
9.) Source: Bruce Lee's handwritten note
form his pocket notebook circa 1958, Bruce
Lee Papers.
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WHAT WAS BRUCE tEE DOING ON THIS WEEKEND
30 YEARS AGO?
"To be certain, every day there can be a revelation or a nev) discovery
-- Bruce Lee

I

can obtain." '

Bruce Lee believed that each day presented each of us with an opportunity to
better ourselves. Each day brought with it
the opportunity to become a better person
than we were the day before.

In the realms of the physical, mental
and soiritual. Bruce Lee held that there
exists an almost infinite capacity for personal growth and improvement and, quite
in keeping with this belief in "having no
limitation as limitation," Bruce pushed on
to improve himself in each of these three
realms. ln fact, he would ultimately teach
us that the first two realms are actually precursors to providing us deeper insight into
the third. In other words, our improvement
could be in the physical realm, in terms of
being able to accomplish something with
our bodies that we hadn't been able to do
before, such as developing a harder, more
powerful punch or kick, becoming faster,
stronger, more flexible, cultivating better
endurance capabilities, becoming Ieaner,
etc.; the mental realm, in terms of our
leaming something new about any subject
under the sun, from nutrition to psychotherapy. and martial arts historl to movie
making; but improvement in either category ultimately availed to us knowledge that
was in some way related to ourselves, or
the spiritual realm, in terms of being able
to learn something deeper about ourselves
from our development in one of the first
two categories. For, as Bruce Lee wrote:
"After all, all knowledge simply nteans
self-knowledge."

'

As the living, breathing embodiment

of his maxim that "Knowing is not enough,
we must apply. Willing is not enough, we
must do," 30 years ago this weekend,
Bruce Lee was, as he was most days,
engaged in purposeful, self-actualizing
behavior. At this point in his life (January
of 1968) Bruce Lee was exploring his
body's potential to become stronger, faster,
more flexible, more efficient at utilizing
oxygen (endurance) and more efficient
(along with a host of other attendant attributes such as timing, reaction, coordination,
neuromuscular efficiency, power, etc.).
Here are excerpts from Bruce Lee's personal daytime diaries that reveal the depth of
his commitment to physical self-improvement (which, remember, ultimately leads -like everything else -- to spiritual understanding):

Four pages out of Bruce Lee's personal daytime diaries indicating the days January 16,
18 and 19 of 1968.
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17,

b.) Side bends -- 5 sets
c.) Sit-ups -- 5 sets
1:45 p.m.
Punching -- 400
(middle knuckle hurt)
Finger jab -- 4 sets
ForearmflVrist (isomet-

nc)
Stance/Squat (isometric)

engaged in the odd training activity that
was unnecessary to his advancement to a
higher level of conditioning and served
instead as a detour of sorts. Bruce realized
that if he was ever going to reach the highest levels of his destination, he must avoid
making any mistakes and detours twice;
and the way to avoid this was through
training (physical), thoroughly studying the

training data (i.e., his progress or relative
lack thereof, which is perforce mental
training) and then learning how to interpret

2:40 p.m.
One-legged squat -- 2
sets

3:30 p.m.
Running
7:30 p.m.
Photo-shoot: Chinatown
gym (Ted fWong] and Dan
IInosanto])

and reapply this data so that he could adjust
his training methods -- or drop the old
ones and replace them with new ones
entirely -- in order to keep him moving on
toward his destination. As Bruce Lee once
said:

If you

Thursday, January 18,
1

11:00 a.m.-12:40 p.m.
Stomach
1.) Sit-up -- 5 sets
2.) Side bends -- 5 sets
3.) Leg raises -- 5 sets

Skipping rope -- 5 sets
Light bag (one-two) --

have mastered a system of Gung

Fu,* after you have mastered it, you hat;e
to let go of it and head for a higher level.
Do not hold to what you have. It is like a

968

boat Jbr people who want to get
across rNaters. once yow hate got across,
never bear it on your back. You should

ferry
head
3

SEtS

forward." '

*please note thot the English translation of "Gung Fu" is, in fact, "training."

Heavy bag (overhand) -

-3
"Running played a big role in Bruce Lee's personal conditioning program -- not just on the four days cited in this
article, but throughout his entire life."
Tuesday, January 16, 1968
10:00 a.m.
Punch -- 500
1l:00 a.m.
Stomach
a.) Side bend -- 5 sets
b.) Leg raises -- 5 sets

c.) Sit-ups -- 5 sets
12:00 p.m.
Forearm/wrist (isometric)
3:45 p.m.
Running
4:30 p.m.
Stance/Squat (isometric)
Squat -- 2 sets
Punch--500
Finger jab -- 350
Single leg squat -- 2 sets
9:30 p.m.
Heavy bag (overhand left emphasis)
Punch (supplemental) -- 500
Wednesday, January 11, 1968
10:55-12:05 a.m.

Stretching
Stand
a.) straight
b.) side

Pulley
a.) side

b.) straight
Skip rope -- 4 sets
12:15 p.m.
Stomach
a.) leg raises -- 5 sets

sets

3:20 p.m.
One-legged squat -- 2
sets

ForearmAVrist (isomet-

ric)

Stance/Squat (isometric)

3:45 p.m.
Running
(rest knuckles for one day)
5:30 p.m.
Dinner -- The Gee
Gung Fu workout

Sources for Notes in Text:
l.) source: pg. 391, Jeet Kune Do:
Bruce Lee's Commentaries on the Martial

Way, Charles E. Tuttle Publishing
Company, 1997.
2.) source: pg. 389, Jeet Kune Do:
Bruce Lee's Commentaries on the Martial
Way, Charles E. Tuttle Publishing
Company, 1997.
3.) Bruce Lee quoted by his pupil,
Stirling Silliphant, in the book entitled
Bruce Lee: The Biography by Robert
Clouse, Published by Unique Publications,
1988.

It was workouts such

as the foregoing

that taught Bruce Lee much about his
body's capabilities in many different "physical" departments. By writing down each of
his workouts, he was able to view his daytime diary as an ongoing record of ajourney of sorts, whose destination was the fulfillment of his physical, mental and spiritual potential. Each level of improvement
served not as a limit, but as a springboard
to yet another higher level, with each
recorded workout in his diary served to create a level to be surpassed. As Bruce himself said on this matter:

4.) source: pg.328, Jeet Kune Do:
Bruce Lee's Commentaries on the Martial
Way, Charles E. Tuttle Publishing
Company, 1997.

"lf you always put limits on what you
can do, physical or anything else, it'll
spread over into the rest of your liJe. It'll
spread into ))our work, into your morality,
into your entire being. There are no limits.
There are plateaus, but you must not stay
there, you must go beyond them.... A mctn
must constantly exceed his level." '
And as it is with any long joumey
along an uncharted path, Bruce Lee discovered that he had made the odd wrong turn,
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THIS M0NTHT ALLEN JOE
Allen Joe is not
your average martial
artist. For one thing he
has roughly the strength
of ten athletes who are
half his age -- and this

is not hyperbole. When
this interview was conducted, Allen had just

completed a workout at
his local gym which
saw him per"form 20

consecutive repetitions
on the leg press
machine -- with 1,200
pounds! As if that isn't
impressive er-rough, he
was 74 yeals old when
he did it! Talk about
"inner qtrenoth l "

Bruce Lee was
considered the "fittest
fflan on the planet," and
with good reason. For
over 25 years people
have marveled at his
physique, his grace, his
fluid movements, his
flexibility and his
power. This last catego- Bruce Lee (right) and Allen Joe were good friends who went back a long, long time. Here Bruce drops by Allen's
ry holds particular rele- store in the mid 1960s.
vance to the subject of
Allen Joe was something infinitely more
George Lee, they formed the "Four
our interview this month, fbr it was Allen Joe
important
than
simply
one
of
Bruce
Lee's
Musketeers." They shared many great times
who introduced Bruce Lee to the benefits of
senior most students, he was Bruce Lee's
during an era that is now considered to be the
proper strength training.
"golden age" of mafiial arts in America. As
frier-rd and, toqether with James Lee and
you might expecl. Allen Joe conlinuer lo
workout regularly. "I always push myself, and
I have Bruce Lee to thank for that," he says.
"Whenever the weight feels heavy and I'm
getting tired, I tell myself: Do one more for
the Man upstairs, and one more for Brucel lt
never fails, I always get my two more reps
when I do this."

Allen Joe is one of the most valued members of the Jun Fan Jeet Kune Do Nucleus.
Not only does he bring a wealth of personai
knowledge and experience with him, but he is
also one of the rnost genuine, decent human
beings you could ever wish to meet. Happily
married to his wife Annie lbr 52 years, he is a
man that is looked up to and respected by all
of Bruce Lee's students, friends and family.
We are extremely proud of Ailen Joe, :urd are
delighted that he has taken the time to speak

with "Knowing Is Not Enough" for this
month's Ieatured inlervier.l
-- J.L.

This photo was taken on Christmas day in 1962 when Bruce (center) and James Lee (right)
came to visitAllen (left) at his house in Berkley. "He even taught us some cha-cha steps

that day," Allen recalls.
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Allen, how did you first meet Bruce Lee?
Allen Joe: Well, it was through James
Lee. Bruce came down here to Oakland teaching Cha-cha. James Lee's brother', Robert, was
1OOS

taking cha-cha lessons from Bruce. After
teaching cha-cha one night, Bruce came back
out on stage and did a little demonstration of
gung fu, which I believe was Preying Mantis.
And Robert came back and told James. James
had already been practicing classical gung fu,
the old style. I had my share of the classical,
also. It just so happened that in 1962 Seattle
held a World Fair and I just happened to be
taking my family to go up there to visit Seattle
and Canada. And James said, "Hey, I heard
this cat [Bruce Lee] is pretty good in teaching
gung fu, you know? And he's apparently
teaching anybody: Caucasians and anybody."
In the Chinese community, gung fu was supposed to be highly secretive at that time. So,
James Lee gave me Bruce Lee's address
which, at that time, was Ruby Chow's restaurant in Seattle, Washington. So my family and
I found a hotel that was close by the World
Fair called the "Hotel Montecello." So I
stopped by the restaurant first thing in the
afternoon after I got there to see if he was
there. I talked to the owner of Ruby Chow's
and he told me that no, Bruce wasn't there but
that he would probably be coming in later that
night at around 10:30 or 11:00 p.m. So I gave
him my name, Allen Joe -- which didn't sound

like a typical Chinese name -- so, anyway,
later that evening I went back to the restaurant
and decided to wait for him. I didn't think he
was going to show up, so I ordered a scotch
and soda waiting for him. And then, at 11:00
p.m., in comes this guy -- I'd never met him
before -- and he was all dressed up, looking
very dressy, like a model. He loved clothes.
Anyway, I introduced myself and I noticed
that he still wasn't at ease with me. So I told
him that I was from Oakland and I mentioned
that it was Robert Lee who was taking chacha from him and then

I

asked him "How are

you doing in your gung fu style?" Then he
relaxed and we sat down. As soon as you
bring up "gung fu," Bruce would get all
enthused and want to talk to you and know
everything about you -- and to tell you his
side of the story. He said, "Wait a minute. Let
me go back to my room and get some gung fu
books!" His room was upstairs from the
restaurant, so I waited for him. It was by that
time nearly 12:00 a.m., but he brought me
down all of these books on gung fu that he
had been studying. Then he asked me when
we were walking outside what style I was
learning. I told him I was studying a classical
Chinese style called Sam Ching Kune. So I
went through a form from this style and Bruce
said, "That's pretty good. You look pretty
strong. Now try it again." So I started to go
through my form again and all of a sudden he
slipped his arm in, grabbed my arm and pulled
me over -- he didn't let me fall, he hung on to
me. Man, I didn't even see him move! After
that, I took him over to my hotel to meet my
family and then, as we were both hungry,
Bruce suggested that we go and get something
to eat. We ended up going down to a little
hamburger place. We had a hamburger and
root beer and started talking some more about
gung fu. He always liked his root beer, it was
his favorite drink. Every time I went to see

After attending the premiere of Dragon: The Bruce Lee Story in Hollywood, California,
Allen (left) and his wife Annie (right) took a moment to celebrate their friend Bruce Lee,
finally receiving his star on the Hollywood Walk of Fame on April 28,1993.
him, I didn't bring any wine or beer or anything, it was always root beer. And then I said,
"Gee, your style is really good" -- which was
probably modified Wing Chun at that point.
So, anyway, we got really friendly there and
he asked me if I could stay another day
because he was going to put on a show for a

television program of "You Asked For It."
And I said, "No, I can't. My famiiy's here and
we really have to get going." And that was the
end of our first meeting. I told him that he
should come down to Oakland and he wrote
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me a letter saying that he would be coming
down to Oakland. Then, Iater on, I introduced
him to James and that's how James and Bruce
became really good friends. He and James had
a lot in common. They both loved gung fu and
he was really impressed with Bruce. We tried
to talk Bruce into opening up a school in
Oakland.

And was it shortly thereafter that the
three of you began training in James Lee's
garage?

Wtnrrn, t0oa

That's all it was, because it was
everything goes. Bruce said to
him, "Hey, I did not come to
challenge you, you came to
chailenge me -- so we don't set
no m1es." His opponent didn't
even get a chance to get in his
stance, Bruce just said, "Lefs
go, man -- you and me." But he
felt frustrated because the guy
basically ran away from him. If
he had stood and fought, it
would have been, like, one or

two punches and it would have
been all over. Instead he had to
chase him all around. That's
how J.K.D. got started; Bruce
thought "there has to be an easier way and a faster way."

ut:ita
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Allen has always been a physical culture aficionado. Here
he is hitting a front lat spread pose en route to winning the
Mr. Chinatown title in 1954.
Allen Joe: Yeah, we always had great
workouts. We trained in Fremont and I even
got Bruce some odd jobs, because he was still
going fo college at that time. So he put on
some demonstrations and made some money
to go back to college with. Then he decided to
move down here full time and he married
Linda and the two of them lived in Oakland.
Wasn't it about this time that Bruce was
challenged by the Chinese martial artist from
San Francisco?

Allen Joe: Yeah, I remember I was working in my store at the time.
How did you hear about it?
Ailen Joe: Well, I heard about it as soon
as it was all over. James Lee, who was present
at the fight, called me up and said, "Hey, it's
all over -- it was a piece of cake." But Bruce
was so frustrated because it took him so long.
He did nothing but straight punches, going
around and around, all the way up to the front
of the school, and then his opponent yielded.

Did you ever see Bruce
Lee fight lbr real?
Allen Joe: No, not really.
That fight was the only one I
was familiar with -- but even in
sparring he would hurt you, so
what difference would it have
made? Another thing, when I
was down in L.A., visiting him,
he was just writing down hrs
goal on paper, he cal1ed it his
"Chief Definite Aim." He was
using the same pen that I gave
him for his birthday. I remember that day vividly, because he
took me aside and said, "I want
to show you something." So he
took a piece of wood, approxlmately one and half inches
thick and measuring about 8
inches by ten inches, and he
had me hold it up for him. He
was in bare feet and his
physique was all nice and
tanned -- he looked really good
-- and said, "Watch this, Allen!"

up and my wife answeled the phone. She didn't think it was him at first. because we
thought he was still in Hong Kong. We
thought someone was playing a joke on us -and Bruce was one of the best dirty joke
tellers, I've ever met by the way.
Do you recail any of Bruce's jokes -- the
clean ones, that is?
Allen Joe: I remember the "Munga
Funga" joke. As I recall Bruce's rendition of
it, there was a man who had a really spoiled
wife and she wanted something really different and exotic for her birthday. The man didn't
know what to do as he had already spent most
of his money on gifts for his wif'e in an
attempt to keep her content. As it happened,
he passed by the front window of a pet store
and he saw this strange looking creature in the
window. It had long hair and goofy looking
eyes -- a really weird animal! So he goes in
and asked the owner of the pet store "What is
that thing?" The pet store owner said, "Oh, it's
a Munga-Funga." "Munga-Funga? What the
hell is a Munga-Funga?" the man asks. Well
the pet store owner tells him that it is a magical zmimal that can make things disappear.
"Here I'11 give you a demonstration," the
owner says. Walking in front of the cage, the
owner says "Munga-Funga -- lamp!" Suddenly

Now I was just holding it dangling between my fingers, I
wasn't bracing it to make it firm or anything;
it was loose like a wet rag. Anyway, he came
running in with a side kick and broke the
board in half! Afterr.vard, my hand was tingling from the impact of just holding that

board!

I understand that 1969 -- the year he
wrote his "Chief Definite Aim" -- may have
been a "low" period, career-wise, for Bruce.
Ailen Joe: Yeah, I think he was in a
depression type of period -- for Bruce, anyway, at that time. I mean his daughter had just
been bom, and there was a pretty hard time
financially there; they had to sell their home
and that's when they moved to Hong Kong.
Did you ever hear from Bruce once he
moved to Hong Kong?
Allen Joe: Yes. That last time, in May,
when he came back to the States from Hong
Kong. He was in Los Angeles. I guess he
called all his friends at that time and he called
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Unlike many bodybuilders, Allen is quite
capable of using his muscles for purposes
other than posing. Here he stops traffic
with an impromptu hand balancing display
on an Oakland street corner in 1940.
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I've heard that Bruce used to do punching
drills with weights, did he have you perform
similar exercises, too?
Allen Joe: Yeah, we just used a fivepound dumbbell and punch with it. We'd have
a leather bean bag, filled with beans, that we'd
mount to the wall and use it lbr our punching
exercises. Brrrce was always trying something
new. I remember one time I was dowr-r in L.A.
for his birthday party at his second home in
L.A. Chuck Norris came to his palty and Mike
Stone. Anyway, Bruce had me hold his kicking shield against my chest for him so that he
could demonstrate a kick he was perf'ecting.
Man! That kick penetrated right through the
kicking shield and really hurt me. In fact, it
hurt me so bad that the following day I had to
go back north to Oakland and see if I was
okay.

,t:.8:'.:l:)

What were some of the
bodybuildingiweight training prograrns that
you saw Bruce pelform when we was in
Oakland?

Displaying a rugged muscularity born of years of dedicated training, Allen Joe takes five
from a workout -- utilizing machine parts! --while in New Guinea in 1944.
got into serious training when he was down in
Los Angeles, living in Bel Aire -- just before
he left to go to Hong Kong. And that's the
time I saw him make terrific improvement.
Shannon was born at that time and I went
down to visit him.

the lamp disappears into thin air! "Wow!" says
the husband. The owner then says, "MungaFunga -- T.V.!" -- and the television set disappears! "Hey, that's terrific," the husband says.
"Do you mind if I try?" "No, go ahead, the
owneL says." The man walks in fiont of the
cage and says "Munga-Funga -- Parrotl" And
the panot disappears! So the husband is so
impressed he purchases the animal and brings
it home to his wife. "Hey, look what I got lbr

you for your birthday, dear!" His wife looks at
it and says, "What the hell is that?" "Why it's
a magical animal -- a Munga-Funga!" he
replies. The wife tums up her nose and says,
"Oh 'Munga-Funga,' my ass!" And her ass disappears! (Allen laughs)

To follow up on m) previotls quellion.
did you get to see Bruce during his last visit to
Los Angeles?
Allen Joe: No, unfbrtunately. Bruce told
us to come down to Los Angeles. I think he
was signing some sort of a contract, some
movie or something, at the Hilton hotel. So, I
said, "Okay, I'll come down." But then he
called me back again and said, "No, I have to
go back to Hong Kong, Allen. I'll see you next
time I'm back, I'11 come up north." Something
happened in his schedule, and he wanted to
get back to see his kids. And then he died on

July 20.

I

understand that you were instrumental
in introducing the benefits of weight training
to Bruce Lee.
Allen Joe: Well James Lee and I helped
him out a bit here in Oakland, but Bruce really

In what areas of his physique did you
notice the most improvement?
A1len Joe: His total body improved. Once
he made up his mind on something, he accomplished it -- just like his foreatms, which were
terrific. Speaking of his forearms, I remember
that one time he came to my home and -- picture this -- an Olympic barbell fwhich weighs
45 pounds) with no plates on it. Bruce could
grip one end of the bar and hold it out in fiont
of him with his arm fully extended! He had
tremendous grip strength.

Do you recall any exetcises that Bruce
did for his lats?
Allen Joe: I would say that most of the
exercises he did for his lats were pulley movements and pullovers. Of course, he eventually
got his own "jungle gym" [i.e., the Marcy
Circuit Trainerl when he was in Hong Kong.
When we trained our equipment was still pretty crude; old beatup, home-made weights. We
had Olympic weights and dumbbells all
around. But when he really trained, that is,
when he was down in L.A., he took it really
seriously. He started his JKD up here in
Oakland. James Lee and I had been training
togelher since way back. since we \ ere
teenagers. That's how we all got stafied. James
and I wele real close.
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Allen Joe: They were just basic Programs. The old lashioned exercises: squat,
pullover, curls, and so on for about three sets
each. Nothing spectacular, but he was just getting started. Then later on, he modified his
own prograrn when he went down to L.A. But
we just taught hin.r the basic program, like
Incline -- he didn't do too much incline bench
work. He was mostly into forearm training.
Like, when he was watching T.V., right away
he would pick up a weight and go to the edge
of the sofa and start doing reverse curls. He
would never waste time. Then when he finished that -- and was still watching T.V. -- he
would start doing abdominal raises.
When you say "reverse cur"l," that's
reverse wrist curls'J
Al1en Joe: No, it's when you get a dumbbell you curl it up and then twist it and then

bring it down.
Oh, so it's like a "Zottman" curl?
Allen Joe: Exactly. He'd just keep on
doing that all the time.

I

understand that Bruce Lee was quite

fond of running. Did you ever run with Bruce?
Allen Joe: No, James and I would Primarily train exclusively on gung fu with
Bruce. Bruce typically would run in the moming and then we'd do our gung fu practice with
him later. I remember he really liked to do the
"duck walk" as a warm up for his legs and
knees before starting his gung tu workouts.
The "duck walk" consists of squatting right
down to the floor and then walking around the
room -- it's hard, man!

What do you think was the greatest feat
of strength or power that you saw him perform?

Allen Joe: I think that holding the
Olympic bar weighing 45 pounds was very
impressive. I mean, couldn't even begin on
something like that! He did admit to me at one
time that sorteone had beaten him at Indian
arm wrestling. You know who beat hirn?
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Who?

Allen Joe: Al Novac. You know how big he is? He was a
big weightlifter and wrestler. James Lee taught him Gung Fu,
but he weighed around 270 or 280 pounds -- he was huge! And
Bruce was, Iike, 135 pounds -- but it took Al a long time.

Didn't Bruce Lee visit you at your butcher shop once?
Allen Joe: Yes, he came to Oakland and stayed in my store
for eight hours, waiting to surprise Linda on her birthday. And
he used my butcher paper and sketched out these magnificent
gung fu drawings. Then he tossed them all in the garbage can at
the end of the day! If I had been thinking, I would have pulled
them all out -- they were greatl

I think there is a picture of Br-r.rce wielding a cleaver -- was
that in your store?
Allen Joe: Yeah, he came to my store that day. He was just
clowning around.

It must have been quite an experience to witness Bruce Lee
work out and to train with him.
Allen Joe: Oh, definitely. It was always exciting. As soon
as Bruce would come to Oakland, James Lee would phone me

Allen (left) pays a visit to his friend Bruce Lee (right) on the set of The
Green Hornet TV series in 1966.

and say, "Hey, the master's here," and I'd stop whatever I was
doing and go and pick him up at the airport. I remember one
time he was dressed up in a white sport coat and he brought his
Great Dane Bo-Bo with him to have his ears clipped or something. So I picked him up that one night and guess what? The
dog had crapped all over his white suit! He was furious.

How did the news of Bruce Lee's passing affect you?
Allen Joe: Oh, man, I couldn't believe it. Someone called
me on the phone and said, "Did you know that Bruce died? I
just heard it on the radio." I said, "I didn't hear that." It was hard
to believe. I mean, I just got through talking to him in May and
he was supposed to come up later that summer to my house.
And the sad thing was that he got buried on my birthday -- July
3 1st. So I thought he was going to be buried in either L.A. or
Hong Kong -- I didn't receive any communication; Danny
flnosanto] didn't call me, and I just sent some flowers over to
Hong Kong right away and just thought somebody would take
care of it, or get in touch. I never heard anything and the next
thing I knew, they had shipped the body back to Seattle. I've
always carried a picture of Bruce in my wallet -- I have srnce
the day he died. I had to have it lamenated because it was wearlng out.

What to you stands out as the most important thing you
learned from Bruce Lee?
Allen Joe: He was a man who had a wonderful philosophy
and way of life. Not just his fighting ability, but as a person. He
was a person who you would never forget. Something about
him was magnetic that just held on to you. He gave me friendship and honesty. He was just a person that one could never forget. Even today when I talk about him I feel good,like he's stil1
with us, still alive, still here listening to you. He's always
around you all the time. Ifs like when I was down at the premiere of Dragon: The Bruce Lee Story, and I was talking to a
newspaper man. And I said, "This is what Bruce wanted, he's
now a household name." He had told me once, "Allen, one day
the whole world will know about me. I'm going to make it."
And now when I see his star on the Hollywood Walk of Fame
and the ongoing interest in Bruce and his art, science and philosophy of Jun Fan Jeet Kune Do, I silently say to my old
friend, "Bruce, you made it."

Bruce inscribed this publicity photo to his "buddy" Allen Joe in 1966. Allen
still cherishes it to this dav.
10
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FROM

.,PARTIAIITY' TO "THE FORMTESS FORM''

An Examination of an lmportant Historical Document
from the archives of Jun Fan Jeet Kune Do

ln 1966, Bruce Lee hacl developed his "systent" o1- r-naltial art. It
was no longer simply "non-classical gung fu," but so non-classical, irt
fact, that it dicln't rcsetnble anytl-ring that had been secn belbrc. He
decided to name his system "The Jun Fan Method" of r-tlartial art, and
he continuecl to teach this rnethocl -- both folmally and infbrmally -- up
until he lecht'istened his art "Jeet Kune Do." in the sumtner of 1967.
Those present at this year's Second Annrlal Jun Fan Jcet Kunc Do
Seminar. and Bruce & Branclon Lee Memolial Banquet' may havc
noticcd tl-rat on the back of thcir T-shilt (providecl to all attendees) are
autbentic reproductions of thlee skctches drawn by the hand of Bluce
Lee. Thc prints of the three sketches, labclecl "Paltiality. the Rr:nnittg

to Extrene," "Fluidity: Tl're Two Halvcs of Or.rc Wl.role," and
"Emptiness: The Fonnless Fonn" t'cspeclively, werc taken fl'om a lctter
that Lee wrote to Jun Fan Jeet Kune Do Nucleus member, Geor-ee Lee
in 1966, during a bleak in filrrin-e flon-r The Grecn Hornct T V. sclies.
We are reproducing tl-rat letter in its entirety ir-r this issue of
Knowing Is Not Enough. as in it Bluce Lec himself explains the significance of his sketches -- as wcll as thc genesis of another piecc of
afi that holds particular significarrce in the histoly of Jun Far-r Jeet
Kune Do.
-- J.L.
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